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Description
￿[0001] This invention relates to information retrieval
and display, and contemplates techniques for locating
and loading information from resources such as the In-
ternet and displaying the same for review and/or interac-
tion. More specifically, the invention embraces methods
for retrieving information, together with display apparatus
adapted for that purpose and especially for use in the
domestic or commercial environment. The invention ex-
tends to methods and apparatus for interacting with the
retrieved and displayed information.
￿[0002] The advance of information technology has
placed information on almost any topic at the disposal of
every suitably-￿equipped computer user. The Internet es-
pecially is undergoing explosive growth, with the result
that new web pages and Internet-￿based services are pro-
liferating in every field.
￿[0003] Web pages can simply contain reference infor-
mation but increasingly provide interactive facilities for
the provision of information, entertainment and Internet-
based services. For instance, many banks now offer cus-
tomers the option of on-￿line home banking over the In-
ternet. Large stores offer home delivery services, where
a customer places an order for specific goods such as
groceries over the Internet and the ordered goods are
subsequently delivered to the customer’s home.
￿[0004] Whilst the expansion of the Internet has brought
many benefits and has opened up some remarkable pos-
sibilities, it has also encountered the problem of informa-
tion overload. There is now such a surfeit of information
on many topics that irrelevant information obscures the
information an Internet user needs to know. Filtering this
information adds to what, for many actual and potential
users, is the already undesirable complexity of Internet
access.
￿[0005] For example, a query presented through an In-
ternet search engine can lead to an overwhelming flood
of irrelevant hits that discourages those seeking a quick
answer to a simple question. Advanced search options
can be used to stem the flood, but they involve input of
further, carefully considered search parameters, and are
still somewhat hit-￿and-￿miss. ￿ The user has no convenient
way to ensure, as far as possible, that the information
immediately displayed will be precisely relevant to his or
her needs at that time. To be relevant, such information
could be pertinent to the user’s locality and/or the time
of day, such as a bus or train timetable from the local bus
stop or train station. More generally, relevant information
could be the subject of whatever issue the user happens
to be dealing with at that time, say a bank statement
received in that day’s mail, on which a query has arisen.
Unfortunately, getting to such relevant information can
be like finding a needle in a haystack. In particular, the
global, borderless character of the Internet renders it ill-
equipped readily to provide local information on demand.
￿[0006] Even if the URL of a desired web page is already
known and has been bookmarked for easy repetitive ac-
cess, much irrelevant information can be presented by
that web page to the user. Means exist to personalise a
web page to the user’s perceived needs by, for example,
storing a cookie on the user’s PC that identifies the user
and his or her browsing habits to the server hosting the
web page. However, the user’s actual information needs
can change from day to day or even from hour to hour
and so will tend to outstrip any such personalisation tech-
niques.
￿[0007] As just one example, a user might visit a web
site one day for advice on how to fill in a particularly com-
plex form such as a tax return. A day or two later, the
same user might visit that site again for advice on how
to fill in another form such as an appendix to the first
form. Clearly, it would be more of a hindrance than a help
on that second visit if the browser infers from recent ex-
perience that the user only wants information relating to
the first form. In practice, therefore, the user is presented
with a full menu of options on each and every visit,
through which the user has to navigate to get to the advice
that he or she seeks.
￿[0008] Also, whilst Internet-￿enabled devices such as
mobile telephones are threatening the hegemony of the
PC in terms of Internet access, it is still the case for most
users that Internet access requires access to a PC. Un-
less the PC is left on all the time and is connected to the
Internet by a fast and expensive telecommunications link
such as ISDN, Internet access requires the PC to be boot-
ed up, following which a dial-￿up connection to the user’s
ISP has to be made and only then can the desired web
page be searched for or entered. Even then, there could
be layers of menus to be negotiated, possibly exacerbat-
ed by security measures, each involving download time
in what has come to be known as the ’world wide wait’.
It is therefore quite common for several minutes to elapse
before the PC is actually ready to help the user with his
or her query. This delay further discourages the user from
accessing the Internet resources from which he or she
could benefit and, if the information requested is time-
critical such as a bus or train timetable, can make the
system too slow to be of practical use.
￿[0009] More fundamentally, many potential Internet
users do not have access to a PC within their domestic
environment or are reluctant to use the Internet because
of lack of familiarity with the use of computers. PCs are
designed primarily as a functional tool for the workplace,
and not for household use. They therefore impose the
creation of an office environment in the home, and cannot
properly handle challenging domestic environments
such as the kitchen with its heat, humidity and dirt con-
tamination. Indeed, a PC in the kitchen would generally
be regarded as getting in the way, no matter how useful
its functionality might be in downloading recipes and so
on.
￿[0010] Accordingly, even in households where Internet
users have access to a PC, the PC is rarely located in
the most convenient domestic environment for use in per-
forming routine domestic activities such as on- ￿line shop-
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ping etc. PCs are often located in private spaces within
the home, such as a home office or a bedroom, rather
than in more public spaces. This environment of use in-
fluences who in the household has access to the com-
puter; studies show that, on average, usage still remains
male-￿dominated rather than a shared family activity.
￿[0011] In recent years, the diffusion of home comput-
ers has slowed throughout the western world. By way of
illustration, on- ￿line PC household penetration in the US
has slowed down at around 40%, despite very healthy
predictions for home on-￿line access and ever- ￿falling PC
prices. It appears that the PC ’one size fits all’ approach
to computing does not satisfy the requirements of most
consumers, whose lifestyle needs may be better met by
alternatives offering ease of use that PCs fail to provide.
There is therefore a need to satisfy the home computing
needs of the many consumers who do not personally
perceive the need for a home PC, or who are dissuaded
by its complexity, inconvenience and cost. This need ex-
tends to the commercial environment, such in as offices
and stores.
￿[0012] The Applicant’s studies with discussion groups
in the area of so- ￿called relationship technologies have
led to many interesting findings. Whilst most participants
in such studies have experience of using computers at
work, the studies noted a general feeling of uneasiness
towards technology. The PC is often seen as being too
complicated for most of the computing tasks that users
want to perform at home or at work. Even for routine
household tasks, the PC is seen as being cumbersome,
slow to boot and in the ’wrong’ room within the home, a
room that is not used frequently. Also, there appears to
be a lack of trust in PCs and their reliability. Most partic-
ipants felt that technology would let them down since,
from their experience of PCs at work, computers often
’crashed’ or simply did not work properly.
￿[0013] Accordingly, easier to use computing devices
have been proposed to drive the next generation of com-
puting within the home and indeed elsewhere. The
abovementioned Internet-￿enabled devices such as mo-
bile telephones aim to simplify Internet access by provid-
ing a simple alternative to a PC but still suffer from prob-
lems. For example, Internet access is just one of several
functions that such devices offer and so a succession of
control inputs are necessary to select and to effect Inter-
net access from among the various functions. Of course,
once connected to the Internet, the potential problem of
information overload remains, no matter how simple and
intuitive the operation of the browser apparatus itself
might be.
￿[0014] Of course, it helps if the browser software and
the device that runs it is indeed simple and intuitive to
use. However, for the reasons set out above, neither PCs
nor any other known Internet- ￿enabled devices fully meet
those requirements. Many laborious steps can lie be-
tween reading, say, a URL in a manufacturer’s product
brochure and successfully obtaining relevant information
from the web site thus identified. Transcription errors of-
ten occur, or the URL could have changed since the bro-
chure was printed.
￿[0015] Even when the right information has been ac-
cessed, the layout of a typical PC or other Internet-￿ena-
bled device does not lend itself to the most efficient use
of that information. It is difficult to share displayed infor-
mation among two or more users unless they sit beside
each other in front of the monitor or other display. Indeed,
where two persons sit opposite each other around a desk
with a PC monitor on it, as is more typical in a commercial
environment such as at an adviser’s desk in a bank or a
store, the monitor serves to divide rather than to unify. It
is similarly difficult for more than one user to interact with
the displayed information.
￿[0016] WO 97/48037 discloses an interface method for
accessing displayable information resources comprising
displaying to a user a map showing the environs of a
physical base location and placing on that map interac-
tive virtual objects representing facilities with which the
user can interact.
￿[0017] WO 98/49813 discloses a destination website
access system employs a bar code reader cooperating
with a personal computer or workstation for accessing a
unique destination website through a remote Internet
service provider (ISP). The address of the unique desti-
nation website is embedded within a visibly displayed bar
code on a visible medium. In turn, the bar code on the
visible medium is scanned and the workstation automat-
ically connects the workstation to the destination website.
￿[0018] US-￿A- 5, 736, 975 discloses an interactive dis-
play wherein a rear projection screen is mounted above
a base housing. Inside the housing is a touch position
sensor to which a pedestal is mounted and extends
through an opening in the housing to support the rear
projection screen at a comfortable level. The touch po-
sition sensor produces touch signals indicative of where
a person touched the rear projection screen. A projector
responsive to video signals from a program storage de-
vice controlled by the touch signals is mounted inside the
base housing and generates an optical beam which is
directed via a reflector onto the rear of the projection
screen.
￿[0019] Against this background and in accordance with
this invention, the Inventors have had the insight that the
address of an information resource, notably a web ad-
dress, can be coded onto a machine- ￿readable tag asso-
ciated with an item to which that information resource
relates. The tag can be read automatically to identify and
then access the information resource, thereby to extract
and display truly relevant information but without putting
the user to the trouble of searching for the information
resource. For example, as soon as a coded web address
is read from a tag by a suitable reader connected to a
serial port of a PC or otherwise associated with a brows-
ing apparatus, a browser can be launched to load and
display a web page containing information relevant to the
item associated with the tag. An application address op-
tionally stored on the tag with the web address may be
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used to launch the browser application if desired.
￿[0020] The item might represent a product or service,
being a product itself or its packaging, a ticket or a receipt,
or other general merchandising material such as a bro-
chure, an information sheet or an advertising leaflet.
More generally, the item can be printed material of any
type, such as a form.
￿[0021] The invention therefore provides a link between
items representing products or services, and their related
web content. For example, a URL coded on a product or
its packaging can access a customer support web site
for that product, at which assembly or set- ￿up instructions
are available and warranty registration details can be pro-
vided. A URL coded on printed material such as a form
can access a web adviser that explains how to fill in that
form. URLs coded on receipts and tickets can show serv-
ice details, such as store opening times, timetables,
event details or indeed any other information relating to
the issuer of the receipt or ticket or the subject or contents
of that receipt or ticket.
￿[0022] Whilst the invention provides great benefit in
the Internet environment, it is not essential that the infor-
mation resource is an Internet resource: information
could be held on an intranet, an extranet or in a database
of any description.
￿[0023] In devising the physical form of the apparatus
used to read a tag, launch a browser and display the
information thus extracted, the Inventors have consid-
ered the abovementioned drawbacks of the PC and its
more recent Internet-￿enabled competitors. The Inventors
have concluded that the apparatus of the invention, at
least the tag- ￿reading part and preferably the entire ap-
paratus including display and input means, can best be
embodied in the form of a multi-￿purpose item of furniture.
That way, the apparatus becomes an integrated part of
the living or working environment, and has its normal
furniture use in addition to its information-￿retrieving func-
tionality. Consequently, the apparatus is never perceived
as being in the way, and becomes an accepted and in-
deed indispensable part of daily life.
￿[0024] Most preferably, the item of furniture is a table,
which term will be taken, for the purposes of this speci-
fication, to encompass other functionally-￿similar items of
furniture such as counters and desks. Tables as defined
herein are characterised by a support surface of some
kind, which surface is usually generally horizontal. This
presents the elegant and highly advantageous possibility
of reading the tag on an item when that item is simply
placed upon the support surface of the table. This is a
remarkably natural, intuitive and convenient way of op-
erating the reader to launch a browser and thereby load
the web page appropriate to the item placed on the table.
￿[0025] More preferably still, not only is the item itself
displayed on the table when launching the browser, but
the retrieved information relevant to that item is also dis-
played on the table. In the currently preferred embodi-
ment that will be described later, an internal projector
projects the display image up onto the underside of the
support surface, to be viewed by a user looking down
from above and beside the support surface
￿[0026] Interaction with the displayed information is an-
other preferred part of the invention. A touch screen over-
lay on the support surface is currently envisaged, ena-
bling icons or a virtual keypad to be pressed as necessary
to interact with the display.
￿[0027] The inventive concept can therefore be ex-
pressed in various ways. From one aspect, the invention
resides in an item for which a related displayable infor-
mation resource exists, the item having a machine- ￿read-
able tag onto which the address of the information re-
source is coded for access to the information resource
upon machine-￿reading the address. This aspect of the
invention also embraces a coded machine- ￿readable tag
for attachment to or incorporation into an item relating to
a displayable information resource whose address is
coded onto the tag, and a method of coding such a tag
comprising coding an address of a displayable informa-
tion resource onto the tag.
￿[0028] The invention extends to apparatus for access-
ing a displayable information resource, the apparatus
comprising a tag reader, a decoder for identifying a coded
information resource address carried by the tag, and ac-
cess means for accessing the identified information re-
source. The apparatus preferably further comprises dis-
play means for displaying information loaded from the
accessed information resource, the display means ad-
vantageously being associated with control input means
such as a touch screen overlay.
￿[0029] Whilst any or all of the above components of
the apparatus could be distributed around a plurality of
interconnected units, it is much preferred that all of those
components are integrated in a single appliance that,
more preferably, is embodied in an item of furniture such
as a table. In any event, the tag reader is preferably op-
erable to read a tag when the item is placed onto a support
surface of the apparatus. The tag reader may be a reader/
writer to allow data to be written to the tag.
￿[0030] The invention also embraces the related meth-
od of accessing a displayable information resource that
relates to an item, comprising reading a tag carried by
the item, identifying an information resource address car-
ried by the tag, and accessing the identified information
resource. The method will generally further comprise dis-
playing information relating to the item loaded from the
accessed information resource, although the nature of
that display is not essential within the broad inventive
concept. In method terms, the operation of reading the
tag preferably takes place upon placing the item onto a
support surface, and the further operations of the method
follow on automatically from that initial operation so that
those further operations, too, are ultimately triggered by
placing the item onto the support surface. An element of
manual control is, of course, possible if desired, such as
manually enabling any of the operations of the method.
￿[0031] The invention can also be expressed in terms
of a method of tailoring retrieved information to a user’s
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requirements, comprising the user gathering items that
relate to the user’s potential information needs, each item
having a machine- ￿readable tag onto which the address
of a displayable information resource is coded, and ac-
cessing the information resource by machine-￿reading the
address on the tag.
￿[0032] In the invention, a tag is seen as a discrete com-
ponent that can be applied to or incorporated into an item,
the tag thus having a distinct character from the item to
which it is applied. For example, a tag code programmed
into a memory storage device such as a CD-￿ROM would
not be regarded as having a distinct character from that
item, although like any product, a physical tag could be
applied to such an item to obtain the benefits of the in-
vention.
￿[0033] In its broadest sense, the invention contem-
plates a wide range of machine-￿readable, encoded tags
that can be applied to or incorporated into an item. It
would be possible, for example, to employ bar code tech-
nology. There is no cheaper machine- ￿readable tag. How-
ever, bar codes suffer problems in integrity of read op-
erations due to optical difficulties, particularly the need
for line- ￿of-￿sight presentation within a limited range of ori-
entations with respect to the reader. More generally, bar
code systems are prone to dirt build-￿up, ink bleeding,
stray marks, dropouts and warping or tearing of the label
or other substrate to which the bar code is applied. Bar
coded information cannot be erased, rewritten or ap-
pended unless one replaces the bar code entirely, and
bar codes can so easily be copied as to present no real
barrier to counterfeit use or a security breach.
￿[0034] For these reasons, the Inventors envisage par-
ticular advantages for silicon- ￿based ID tag technology,
specifically RF tags (RFID) that solve or at least mitigate
all of the above problems of bar codes. In RFID applica-
tions, a reader (which can be a reader/￿writer) generates
an excitation field that serves as both the tag’s source of
power and its master clock. Thus activated when in range
of the reader, the tag cyclically modulates its data con-
tents and transmits them to a receiver circuit within the
reader. The reader demodulates and decodes the data
signal and provides a formatted data packet for further
processing by a host computer.
￿[0035] Wireless programming is a particularly advan-
tageous option offered by RFID read/￿write systems. It
enables the memory in a tag to be configured, updated,
erased, rewritten or appended by a suitable RF reader/
writer at any time in the life of the tag or of the item with
which the tag is associated. So, a tag can be programmed
just before the associated item is given to the user, thus
ensuring that the information it contains is up to date and
appropriate to the user’s needs at that time.
￿[0036] Whilst cross-￿platform RFID standards have not
yet been developed, the Inventors especially favour RFID
tags that embody the BiStatix technology announced by
Motorola, Inc. in March 1999 through its subsidiary, In-
dala Corporation. The names BiStatix, Motorola and In-
dala are all acknowledged as trade marks.
￿[0037] Full particulars of BiStatix technology are avail-
able at Indala’s web site whose home page is currently
at http: ￿// ￿129.188.106.11/￿LMPS/ ￿Indala/￿index.html. Brief-
ly, BiStatix works on a capacitive coupling principle as
opposed to the inductive principle of normal RFID sys-
tems. A BiStatix tag simply comprises a small, thin silicon
chip, less than 3 mm2 in surface area and less than 250
microns thick, attached to printed electrodes of, for ex-
ample, carbon ink that serve as antennae for wireless
communication between the chip and a suitable reader.
￿[0038] The chip and the electrodes are disposed on a
substrate that can be flexible, for example on the reverse
of a paper label whose opposite, exposed face can bear
human-￿readable information, preferably in natural lan-
guage, and possibly also bar-￿coded information for com-
patibility with an existing tag system. In this form, the
BiStatix tag is flat and very thin, almost undetectably so.
It is easy and cheap to make, and simple to apply to an
item or to integrate with an existing item. This applies
especially to an existing printed item like a form, ticket,
token or information sheet because the BiStatix printing
technique can simply be integrated with the existing print-
ing process. The tag is tolerant of flexing, creasing and
folding and is generally robust, even if the electrodes are
torn or otherwise damaged: so long as an effective rem-
nant of the electrodes remains attached to the silicon
chip and the chip itself remains intact, the tag will remain
functional.
￿[0039] Of course, it is also possible to apply the com-
ponents of a BiStatix tag to a relatively stiff substrate such
as a laminated ID card.
￿[0040] Whilst it is accepted that no silicon- ￿based tech-
nology can compare strictly cost-￿wise with a bar code, a
BiStatix tag comes close enough to a bar code in terms
of cost that its technical benefits outweigh the additional
cost while allowing use of the tags in high- ￿volume, dis-
posable applications. The BiStatix tag may therefore be
considered as a next- ￿generation bar code. Importantly
for the purposes of the invention, BiStatix technology
promises to provide sufficient memory capacity to store
most if not all typical URLs. Present BiStatix tags are
programmable with up to 120 ASCII characters, and
greater capacity can be expected in future developments.
￿[0041] Accordingly, in conceptual terms, it is preferred
that the tag technology used in the invention is RF and
more preferably involves the use of a printed tag such
as is proposed by Motorola/￿Indala under the trade mark
BiStatix.
￿[0042] Further aspects of the invention relate to user
interface techniques that are powerful and yet simple and
intuitive. One such aspect can be expressed as an inter-
face method for use in accessing a displayable informa-
tion resource, the method comprising displaying to a user
a map showing the environs of a physical base location
that the user lives in, works in or visits frequently during
day- ￿to-￿day life, and placing on that map interactive virtual
objects representing facilities with which the user can
interact when in and around that base location. This as-
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pect may also be expressed as apparatus for accessing
a displayable information resource, the apparatus having
a user interface comprising a display and control input
means associated with the display and further including
means for generating and displaying a map showing the
environs of a physical base location that the user lives
in, works in or visits frequently during day-￿to-￿day life, and
interactive virtual objects placed on that map to represent
facilities with which the user can interact when in and
around that base location.
￿[0043] The virtual objects are suitably located on the
map at positions corresponding to facilities in and around
the base location represented by the map, and preferably
represent facilities with which the user has a history of
interaction. Specifically, the selection of virtual objects
can be tailored by the user’s history of interaction with
the facilities represented by those virtual objects. This
can be achieved as aforesaid by the user gathering items
that relate to the facilities with which the user has inter-
acted, each item having a machine- ￿readable tag that con-
tains information relating to the respective facility, or an
address of a resource for such information.
￿[0044] A virtual object can be created on first reading
a tagged item that relates to a facility, and that virtual
object can be stored and displayed again on reading an-
other tagged item that relates to the same facility.
￿[0045] Preferred embodiments of the map contain a
first virtual object representing the user’s home, work-
place or other base location. It is possible simultaneously
to display on the map a second virtual object representing
a facility with which the user can interact and showing
the relative position of that facility with respect to the base
location. When the second virtual object appears in the
display, the display of the map advantageously zooms
out from the first virtual object to encompass the second
virtual object in the same display.
￿[0046] The user can interact with the displayed virtual
object by touching or clicking on a part of the object, and
moreover can control the interaction by touching or click-
ing on different parts of the displayed virtual object. To
facilitate this, the method of the invention preferably com-
prises zooming in on a selected displayed virtual object.
￿[0047] A window or menu can be superimposed on the
map display, and the virtual objects can be superimposed
on a virtual streetscape.
￿[0048] The apparatus of the invention suitably includes
means for creating and/or displaying an appropriate vir-
tual object upon reading a tagged item, using various
tag- ￿reading facilities as aforesaid.
￿[0049] A further interface method for use in accessing
a displayable information resource that relates to an item
comprises machine-￿reading a tag carried by the item and
in response to the data carried by the tag, displaying an
interactive virtual image of the item for interaction by a
user to access the information resource. The method
may, for example, comprise identifying an information
resource address carried by the tag, and accessing the
identified information resource to download the interac-
tive virtual image of the item.
￿[0050] This method can be performed using apparatus
having a user interface comprising a display and control
input means associated with the display and further in-
cluding a tag reader for reading a tag associated with an
item and means responsive to the tag reader for gener-
ating and displaying an interactive virtual image of the
item for interaction by a user to access the information
resource.
￿[0051] In an elegant arrangement, indicia displayed on
the virtual image of the item constitutes a menu of links
to related information resources, and the indicia on the
virtual image preferably corresponds to indicia upon the
item. The indicia can comprise words, phrases, icons or
graphical matter applied to the virtual image; where the
indicia includes a word, that word preferably links to an
information resource relating to the meaning of that word.
￿[0052] As before, the user suitably interacts with the
virtual image by touching or clicking on a screen that
displays the image. Where indicia on the virtual image
links to particular information resources, the user access-
es those information resources by touching or clicking
on a part of the screen corresponding to the related in-
dicia.
￿[0053] This aspect of the invention can also be ex-
pressed within the inventive concept as a method of ad-
vertising or marketing, comprising providing a tagged
item that is a physical symbol of a supplier, machine-
reading a tag carried by the item and in response to the
data carried by the tag, displaying an interactive virtual
image of the item for interaction by a user to access an
information resource relating to the item or the supplier.
The tagged item is preferably a product of the supplier.
￿[0054] In order that this invention can be more readily
understood, reference will now be made, by way of ex-
ample, to the accompanying drawings in which: ￿
Figure 1 is a schematic perspective view of a proto-
type embodiment of the invention in the guise of a
kitchen table;
Figure 2 is a block diagram showing the operation
of the embodiment of Figure 1 in reading a tag,
launching a browser and displaying information per-
tinent to the tag;
Figure 3 is a perspective view of a prototype table in
accordance with the invention;
Figures 4￿(a) to 4￿(f) constitute a story board that il-
lustrates a bus trip scenario employing the invention;
Figures 5 ￿(a) to 5￿(e) constitute a story board that il-
lustrates a cinema trip scenario employing the inven-
tion;
Figures 6 ￿(a) to 6￿(e) constitute a story board that il-
lustrates a cooking/￿shopping scenario employing the
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invention;
Figures 7 ￿(a) to 7￿(e) constitute a story board that il-
lustrates a selling scenario employing the invention;
Figures 8￿(a) to 8 ￿(c) constitute a story board that il-
lustrates a banking scenario employing the inven-
tion;
Figures 9￿(a) to 9￿(f) constitute a story board that il-
lustrates a domestic learning/￿play scenario employ-
ing the invention;
Figure 10 is a view of the table of Figure 3 displaying
an initial menu constituted by a set of family pictures;
Figure 11 is a view of the table of Figure 3 displaying
a sub-￿menu constituted by a selection of virtual
maps;
Figures 12 and 13 are views of the table of Figure 3
displaying an interface that represents the exterior
and interior of a virtual dwelling;
Figures 14 to 17 are views of the table of Figure 3 in
use in a bus- ￿user scenario;
Figures 18 to 20 are views of the table of Figure 3 in
use in a cinema-￿goer scenario;
Figures 21 and 22 are views of the table of Figure 3
in use in a shopping scenario; and
Figure 23 is a view of the table of Figure 3 displaying
an interface that represents a tagged item placed
upon the table.
￿[0055] Referring firstly to Figures 1 and 2 of the draw-
ings, tag- ￿reader apparatus in accordance with the inven-
tion is embodied in the form of a table 10 suitable for use
in a kitchen environment. The table 10 has legs 12 sup-
porting an oblong glass top 14. The glass top 14 presents
a scratch- ￿resistant wipe- ￿clean upper supporting surface
capable of surviving the trials of kitchen life.
￿[0056] Situated in a protected position offset to one
corner under the glass top 14 of the table 10, an excitation
coil 16 of a tag reader 18 provides outputs to a PC 20.
As aforementioned, the tag reader 18 could be a reader/
writer, in which case the reader 18 will also take inputs
from the PC 20. The PC 20, in turn, drives an LCD pro-
jector 22 arranged to project a display image 24 upwardly
onto the underside of the glass top 14, to be viewed from
above by a user standing or sitting to one side of the table
10. The display image 24 occupies a portion of the table
top 14 not occupied by the excitation coil 16, so that nei-
ther the coil 16 nor a tagged item 26 placed upon it need
obscure the display image 24.
￿[0057] The PC 20 is described as such for simplicity
because it includes the essential PC elements such as
a CPU, memory and I/O means (not shown), even though
the external layout of a typical PC would not, in general,
be adopted in a production apparatus.
￿[0058] When the tag reader 18 is on, as is envisaged
will be the normal state of the table 10, the excitation coil
16 generates an excitation field extending over at least
part of the upper surface of the table 10. A BiStatix tag
28 that is placed upon that part of the table 10 with its
associated item 26 (in this case a printed sheet such as
a letter) comes within that excitation field and so its chip
is powered up and activated to identify itself to the reader
18 via the printed electrodes that constitute tag antennae.
￿[0059] An antenna associated with the tag reader
and/or the excitation coil 16 receives the electromagnetic
emissions from the tag antennae and converts them back
into electrical form for detection and processing by re-
ceiving circuitry within the reader 18. Specific reference
is made to Figure 2 at this point. Once the tag data has
been processed at 30, the reader 18 firstly checks to
verify at 32 that the signal received is valid and if it is
valid, the data in the received signal is decoded at 34
and restructured at 36 into a format suitable for input to
the PC 20. The data could, for example, be input through
a serial port of the PC 20.
￿[0060] In this preferred embodiment, the identification
data stored in tag 28 includes a web address 38 and an
application address 40 so that, upon receiving the re-
structured data from the reader 18, the PC 20 launches
a browser application 42 appropriate to the application
address 40 and instructs that browser 42 to locate and
load from the Internet 44 via a modem 46 a web page
appropriate to the specified web address. Once the web
page is loaded, a display driver 48 implemented within
the PC 20 causes the LCD projector 22 to project the
web page up onto the underside of the glass top 14, to
be viewed by a user and optionally interacted with by
means of e.g. a touch screen overlay (not shown) or other
sensors.
￿[0061] The excitation field generated by the excitation
coil 16 extends over the upper surface of the table 10 at
least within the perimeter of the coil 16. Possibly, how-
ever, depending upon the configuration and power of the
coil 16 and the tag reader 18, the effective range of the
excitation field will extend to the immediate environs of
the table 10, so that merely bringing a tag-￿equipped item
near to the table 10 will activate the projected display 24
as desired.
￿[0062] An auxiliary LCD display screen 50 also driven
by the PC 20 stands above the table top 14 to show the
state or mode of the table 10. A touch-￿screen control
interface could be incorporated into this display 50 if de-
sired.
￿[0063] Figure 3 illustrates a prototype table 52 that
shares many of the features of the table 10 shown in
Figure 1, so like numerals are used for like parts. One
difference is that the auxiliary display 50 of Figure 1 has
been omitted, its function instead being integrated with
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the projected display 24. Another difference is that the
projector 22 is situated beside the table top 14 and
projects downwardly onto a reflector 54 that reflects the
projected image back up to the underside of the table top
14 to generate the projected display 24. A shelf 56 hangs
below the reflector 54 for storage purposes.
￿[0064] A further difference is that there are two excita-
tion coils 16. Those coils are not visible in the external
view of Figure 3 but one coil, designated by an elliptical
marker 58, is offset towards one corner of the table top
14 to read tags of items placed on the table 52 at that
location. This is akin to the arrangement shown in Figure
1. The other coil lies beneath a slot 60 that penetrates
the table top 14 adjacent a long edge thereof, thereby to
read tags of thin items such as vouchers, tickets, forms,
letters and so on that may be inserted into the slot 60.
Such items can be left in the slot 60 and withdrawn after
tag reading, but once its tag has been read, an item pref-
erably falls through the slot 60 into a receptacle (not
shown) that can be removed from time to time and emp-
tied into a refuse bin. In this way, the table 52 helps to
remove clutter, enabling a user effectively to discard an
item at the same time as recording its particulars via the
table 52.
￿[0065] It is emphasised that the tables 10 and 52 illus-
trated in Figures 1 and 3 are prototype configurations
and that, in practice, the tag reader 18, PC 20 and LCD
projector 22 would probably be housed in a hollow cab-
inet disposed under the glass top 14, the top being sealed
to the cabinet to the extent necessary to prevent undue
ingress of the moisture and other contaminants common
in a kitchen environment. Beneficially in that case, the
top 14 would overlap the edges of the cabinet so that
spillages spilling over the edge of the top 14 will tend to
fall onto the floor rather than run into the cabinet, where
they could cause damage to the components within.
￿[0066] A series of story boards now follows to illustrate
some of the many novel possibilities offered by the in-
vention.
￿[0067] The first story board is illustrated in Figures 4
(a) to 4 ￿(f). In Figure 4 ￿(a), a user collects a token upon
alighting from a bus. The token holds a tag encoding a
web address, and could equally well be a ticket given to
the user upon boarding the bus. Once the user gets home
with the token, the table is initially inactive or dormant as
shown in Figure 4 ￿(b), simply serving its function as fur-
niture, but once the user brings the token to the table as
shown in Figure 4 ￿(c), the table reads the tag and auto-
matically comes to life, linking to the appropriate web site
and downloading appropriate instructions for display.
￿[0068] To enable adequately fast response upon acti-
vation, it is preferred that the table has a standby mode
in which the display is off or in a screensaver mode but
the PC is fully operational. It is further preferred that the
table is connected to the user’s ISP by a fast,￿ essentially
’always on’ connection such as is allowed by an ISDN or
optical cable telecommunications infrastructure. Howev-
er, even if such a connection is not available, the inven-
tion will bring benefits by accessing relevant information
immediately upon dialling in to the user’s ISP.
￿[0069] In this instance, by use of the global positioning
system (GPS) or a network of roadside transponders,
the bus company knows the location of each and every
working bus in its fleet. Accordingly, the selected web
site linked to the bus company’s location system can
present a live, real-￿time street map of the buses and their
positions. The table therefore gives the location of the
bus company’s routes, and the buses on those routes,
in relation to the user’s home. This is the entry point to
the map, from which the user can zoom out to select any
destination by interacting with the touch screen display.
This is all in contrast to the existing situation in which the
user would have to visit a bus stop to look up the inevitably
less accurate timetable displayed there, as shown in Fig-
ure 4 ￿(d).
￿[0070] When the appropriate destination has been se-
lected, control inputs can be made via the touch screen
to make an appropriate fare payment transaction. Con-
firmation of the transaction can be written to the tag held
by the token. It is then just a matter of waiting as shown
in Figure 4￿(e) for the desired bus to approach the user’s
home, whereupon the user can set off just in time to meet
the bus at the nearest bus stop. The token with confir-
mation of payment can then be read upon boarding the
bus, as shown in Figure 4￿(f). The payment credited to
the token could alternatively be credited to a personal
digital assistant (PDA) or an electronic wallet, which can
similarly be read upon boarding to confirm pre-￿payment
for the journey.
￿[0071] The tag held by the token preferably identifies
the bus route of interest to the user and so, if the user
wishes, enables the web site to present only information
of relevance to that route. This is an indication of how
the already user-￿specific information presented by the
invention may be personalised further to suit the user’s
needs.
￿[0072] A further and more detailed bus- ￿user scenario
will be described later, with reference to Figures 14 to 17
of the drawings.
￿[0073] Moving on now to Figures 5 ￿(a) to 5 ￿(e), the tag
in this instance is held by a cinema ticket issued by a
cinema that the user visits and returns home from as
shown in Figures 5￿(a) to 5 ￿(c). The user keeps the ticket
until, a week later as shown in Figure 5￿(d), the user places
the ticket on the table. The table is thereby caused to
load and display the cinema’s web site, where the user
can read reviews, order tickets and pick seats for show-
ings of the latest film releases. In conventional fashion,
the web site may include links to other related sites,
through which the user can ’surf’ at his leisure.
￿[0074] As with the bus ticket of the first story board
shown in Figure 4, the user can use the table to pre-￿pay
for his next visit to the cinema shown in Figure 5￿(e), re-
using the ticket with its tag memory suitably amended or
using a PDA or electronic wallet instead to store and up-
load the payment and any related seat reservation upon
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arriving at the cinema.
￿[0075] Again, a further and more detailed cinema-￿goer
scenario will be described later, with reference to Figures
18 to 20 of the drawings.
￿[0076] Figures 6￿(a) to 6￿(e) illustrate how the invention
fits in to a cooking/￿shopping scenario, and contemplate
that the user has decided to cook a meal at home for
some friends, for example upon visiting a store to witness
a demonstration by a chef. During this visit, the user ob-
tained a recipe token from the store, used it to order the
ingredients necessary for the proposed meal, and took
the token home with the ingredients.
￿[0077] The token carries a tag for identifying an infor-
mation resource that will guide the user when cooking
the meal. So, in Figure 6 ￿(a), the recipe token has been
placed onto the table to launch a browser that accesses
an animated web site at which a chef takes the user step-
by- ￿step through the recipe as shown in Figure 6￿(b), the
user interacting with the display as necessary to produce
the meal as shown in Figure 6￿(c).
￿[0078] So good was the meal that a week or two later,
the user wants to make a similar meal for other friends.
However, the user does not have time to visit the store
to get the ingredients and so wants to ask for home de-
livery from the store. The user interacts with the display
by selecting the recipe, either by placing the recipe token,
if retained, onto the table top or by recalling the recipe
from memory within the table or on a web resource. Then,
the user simply specifies the number of people he needs
to feed as shown in Figure 6￿(d) and the approximate time
he wants the delivery to arrive. This information is trans-
mitted back across the Internet or via e- ￿mail to the store,
whereupon a delivery van comes from the store at the
appointed hour as shown in Figure 6 ￿(e).
￿[0079] Another shopping scenario will be described in
more detail later, with reference to Figures 21 and 22 of
the drawings.
￿[0080] Turning now to Figures 7￿(a) to 7 ￿(e), the user
wishes to sell his bicycle and decides to do so by visiting
his local store (Figure 7￿(a)) and placing an advertisement
card in a notice board in the front window of the store.
The advertisement card (Figure 7 ￿(b)) has two main parts.
The user writes on one part to fill in particulars of the
bicycle and the price at which it is offered. This part is
displayed in the store window notice board. The other
part is a tear-￿off section holding a tag that identifies a
web address corresponding to the notice board. The user
takes this tear-￿off section home for use with the table.
There could be other removable parts associated with
the first part, such as a tag address section to be taken
by people who visit the store and see the advert.
￿[0081] Not only is the first part of the advertisement
card displayed in the notice board, but before being
placed there, its contents are scanned in by a scanner
as shown in Figure 7 ￿(c) that makes a digital copy of the
card and places that copy into the notice board web site.
Optionally, the shopkeeper selects how long the card
should remain on display on the notice board and, in vir-
tual form, on the corresponding web site, so that a re-
minder can be generated to remove the card from the
notice board at the appropriate time.
￿[0082] Once scanned in this way, the parts of the ad-
vertisement card are separated as shown in Figure 7￿(d).
The first part of the card is placed into the notice board
and the second part is handed to the user who takes it
home as aforesaid. When the user wants to view the
notice board web site to check that the advert is correctly
placed and to see if any buyers are interested, it is simply
a matter of placing the second part of the advertisement
card onto the table as shown in Figure 7￿(e), whereupon
the appropriate web site is loaded and displayed for re-
view and interaction.
￿[0083] Figures 8￿(a) to 8￿(c) illustrate a banking scenario
in which the user receives a mailed bank statement, ei-
ther automatically or upon specific request. The bank
statement has a tag that launches an online banking serv-
ice when the statement is placed upon the previously-
dormant table as shown in Figure 8 ￿(a). This service
shows an interactive visualisation of the user’s recent
and projected banking and savings transactions as
shown in Figures 8 ￿(b) and 8 ￿(c), giving the user a better
understanding of his finances and a new level of control
over them.
￿[0084] In the final storyboard, Figures 9￿(a) to 9￿(f) illus-
trate an interactive learning/￿play scenario. In this scenar-
io, a children’s book (Figure 9￿(a)), whose trade marks
are acknowledged, is tagged so that when the book is
brought to the table and placed upon it or even near it as
shown in Figure 9￿(b), an Internet address and application
are read and acted upon to access and display an ani-
mated web site relating to that book and its characters.
The animated characters develop with time and as the
child progresses through the book, as shown in Figure 9
(c), and the characters preferably respond to interaction
such as touching the appropriate part of the display
whereupon the appropriate character responds by mov-
ing. For example, the bird of Figure 9 ￿(c) is touched in
Figure 9￿(d) and seemingly flies around the display as
shown in Figure 9￿(e). A new interactive animation pref-
erably appears for each new page of the book, as shown
in Figure 9￿(f).
￿[0085] It will be apparent that the information present-
ed on the table both supports and reinforces the narrative
of the book, greatly improving the learning and play ex-
perience for child and adult alike.
￿[0086] Referring now to Figures 10 to 23, these figures
illustrate other bus-￿user, cinema-￿goer and shopping sce-
narios to illustrate other aspects of the invention. In par-
ticular, these figures show the advantageous ways in
which the table 52 of Figure 3 can display information
and interact with the user within those scenarios, pre-
senting novel and beneficial user interfaces. All of the
trade marks used in the examples of Figures 10 to 23
and mentioned herein are acknowledged.
￿[0087] Figure 10 shows the table 52 displaying an in-
itial menu comprising pictures of the faces 62 of the family
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or other group of persons that owns or uses the table 52.
In a preferred embodiment, each face 62 is an animated
representation such as a movie clip file. A member of the
family can use the touch-￿screen overlay on the display
to configure the table 52 to suit their needs and prefer-
ences, simply by touching the appropriate face 62 in the
initial menu. This loads a stored configuration identified
with that user in terms of his or her preferred style and
function, and also loads that user’s stored history of ac-
tivities. This loading of information can take place from
internal memory within the table 52 and/or by downloads
from the Internet, intranet, extranet or other information
network to which the table 52 is connected.
￿[0088] When the user has identified himself or herself
to the table 52 in this way, the menu is replaced by a
selection of stylised virtual maps 64 as shown in Figure
11. There are three such maps in the example, a first
map 64A being a representation of the user’s home en-
vironment, a second map 64B being a representation of
the user’s work environment, and a third map 64C being
a representation of the user’s town environment for lei-
sure purposes. There could be more or less maps 64,
just as their titles and subjects could be changed to suit
different user circumstances. For example, if the user is
a child or young adult who is not yet in full-￿time employ-
ment, the work map 64B could be a school map or a
college map.
￿[0089] The purpose of each map 64 is to show the
environs of a respective physical location that the user
lives in, works in or visits frequently during day- ￿to-￿day
life, and to act as a framework for virtual objects repre-
senting services, facilities and so on with which the user
interacts when in and around that physical location. Over
time, as the system learns about the user’s life as afore-
said, the virtual objects increase in number until eventu-
ally the map represents a complex virtual environment.
This virtual environment corresponds to the user’s phys-
ical environment and reflects the user’s typical interaction
with his or her physical environment, but on an enhanced
level that intuitively eases the user’s interaction with the
various services and facilities represented by the virtual
objects. The maps 64 can therefore be understood as a
sub-￿menu giving access to various aspects of the user’s
life, defined with reference to the principal locations be-
tween which the user habitually travels and at which the
user spends most of his or her life. Using the touch-
screen overlay, each map 64 can be touched to illustrate
its respective aspect of the user’s life.
￿[0090] The map interface concept is best understood
with reference to examples, which will now be illustrated
and described.
￿[0091] Figure 12 shows the initial result of touching the
’home’ map 64A: a virtual representation of a house 66
or other dwelling appears, this being the user’s home as
confirmed by the user’s address displayed underneath,
in this example ’1 Hayes Crescent’. The identity of the
user’s home can be derived from the identity of the com-
puter that drives the table 52, which in the Internet context
will be expressed under the TCP/IP protocol. The virtual
house 66 appears in perspective view against a street
map background that represents the actual street layout
around the user’s home. Grid lines 68 can be superim-
posed on the street map as shown.
￿[0092] An ’enter’ icon 70 on the roof of the virtual house
66 can be touched to cause the house 66 to open, giving
access to a virtual interior as shown in Figure 13 in which
icons (not shown) can be placed to represent various
other locations such as rooms within the house 66 and
objects, such as items of furniture, within those rooms.
For example, it would be possible to have a bookcase
icon appear within a virtual room and for the ’bookcase’,
when touched, to display a row of book icons that can be
touched to select and display a particular book stored in
internal memory within the table or downloaded by the
table from an appropriate URL. It would also be possible
for an icon to represent an appliance such as a washing
machine that, when touched, loads warranty information
or user instructions stored in internal memory or down-
loaded from an appropriate URL. It will be recalled that
the existence of such items within the user’s home can
be programmed in to the table and/or uploaded to an
Internet resource simply by reading a tag on, for example,
the paperwork that came with the washing machine.
￿[0093] Figures 14 to 17 relate to the storyboard of Fig-
ure 4 and the table 52 of Figure 3, and show what hap-
pens on the display 24 when the user brings a tagged
bus token or ticket to the table 52 so that the table 52
reads the tag using one or other of its two excitation coils
by placing the tagged item onto the elliptical marker 58
or, more preferably, by dropping it into the slot 60. If the
tag is read when the ’home’ map 64A is selected and
enabled for a particular user, the table 52 infers that the
user seeks information about bus services near home.
Then, as shown in Figure 14, the perspective view of the
local street map and the user’s virtual house 66 zooms
out and a bus stop icon 72 appears on the map at a
location corresponding to the actual location of the near-
est bus stop to the user’s home.
￿[0094] The user can zoom in on the bus stop icon 72
by touching the appropriate part of the touch screen over-
lay to obtain the enlarged view shown in Figure 15. It will
be noted that the enlarged bus stop icon 72 then displays
the route numbers 74 of bus services that serve the cor-
responding physical bus stop and/or have a history of
use by the user. If, say, the user wants to obtain infor-
mation on a particular bus route, that information can be
obtained by touching the appropriate route number 74
on the bus stop icon 72, whereupon the initial information
’next bus in 3 minutes’ appears next to the bus stop icon
72 as shown in Figure 16. Figure 16 also shows how
more general or detailed information can be obtained by
interacting with the bus stop icon 72, for example by
touching the virtual information board 76 on the bus stop
icon, which action accesses the bus company’s web site.
￿[0095] If the user so desires, the numbered bus icon
78 in the bottom corner of the display of Figure 16 can
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be touched to call up the map shown in Figure 17, which
presents in plan or aerial view the aforementioned live,
real-￿time street map showing the positions of a bus 80
on the selected route, in relation to the user’s home. This
information can be derived from the GPS facility or road-
side transponder network by which the bus company
knows the location of the working buses in its fleet. Ac-
cordingly, when the desired bus 80 approaches the us-
er’s home, the user can set off in time to meet the bus at
the appropriate physical bus stop.
￿[0096] Referring now to Figures 18 to 20, these illus-
trations relate to the storyboard of Figure 5 and the table
52 of Figure 3, and show what happens on the display
24 when the table 52 reads a tagged cinema ticket and
the ’town’ map 64C is selected and enabled for a partic-
ular user. The table 52 then infers that the user seeks
information about cinema showings in town, which in the
example is outside the user’s home environs but is the
place where the user spends most of his or her leisure
time when away from home.
￿[0097] In Figure 18, a cinema icon 82 appears on the
detailed town map at a location corresponding to the lo-
cation of the physical cinema. The cinema icon has a
virtual screen that identifies a current presentation at that
cinema, in this example ’American Beauty’. Pressing the
cinema icon 82 calls up the menu in Figure 19, enabling
the user to select the official web site for ’American Beau-
ty’, to view a preview, or to buy tickets. If the ’buy tickets’
button 84 is pressed, a seating plan of the cinema ap-
pears as in Figure 20, giving the user the opportunity to
reserve seats at a desired location in the cinema by
touching the desired available seats, to see how much
that transaction will cost, and to confirm by pressing an
OK button 86. The transaction is then charged to a pre-
determined account held by the user, as identified by the
previously-￿configured table 52 and/or by the information
network to which the table 52 is connected.
￿[0098] The shopping scenario of Figures 21 and 22 is
akin to the storyboard of Figure 6 but contemplates that
the user wants to buy some Levi’s casual clothes in re-
sponse to a mailshot. So, the user has caused the table
52 to read a tagged mailshot item from the chosen retail-
er, while the table 52 displays an appropriate ’town’ map
64C or ’home’ map 64A depending upon where the user
wants to go shopping. This causes a Levi’s shop icon 88
to appear on the map 64 at the appropriate location as
shown in Figure 21, which icon 88 can be pressed to
bring up a menu as shown in Figure 22.
￿[0099] The menu in Figure 22 includes a ’my account’
button 90 enabling the user to check the standing of his
or her account held with the retailer, whereupon a window
92 opens to give the account position. All being well with
the account, the user can visit the physical shop to try on
the proposed purchases or, of course, the user could
simply access the retailer’s web site and order clothes
for home delivery if desired, in which case the user can
simply press the ’Levi’s web’ button 94 on the menu of
Figure 22.
￿[0100] Referring finally to Figure 23 of the drawings,
this shows the display of table 52 in a situation where a
purchased item has been placed on the table 52 over the
elliptical marker 58. When a tag on the purchased item
is read by the table 52, the table 52 downloads and dis-
plays a representation of the purchased item that acts
as an interface or as a menu for further information re-
lated to that item.
￿[0101] In the example shown in Figure 23, the pur-
chased item is a bottle of Hawaiian Tropic sun lotion. The
act of placing that item onto the table has downloaded
and displayed an image 96 of the bottle, superimposed
by a window 98 that displays the Hawaiian Tropic web
site. However, the bottle image 96 itself is a graphical
user interface in which key words, phrases and icons on
the bottle are links to related web sites. For example, the
word ’Tropic’ can be a link to the web site of a travel
agency specialising in exotic holidays, and the word ’pro-
tective’ can be a link to web sites about the prevention
of skin cancer. This principle extends to any graphical or
textual matter on the image 96: even individual ingredi-
ents in a list of ingredients could be links to respective
related web sites.
￿[0102] It will be apparent that by means of the inven-
tion, the purchased item takes on a usefulness beyond
its face value: the facility for reading a tag on the item
and for accessing a related information resource means
that the item becomes the key to a wealth of useful in-
formation. The item therefore becomes part of the user’s
life for more than one reason, all the while raising the
user’s awareness of the brands that it carries. This mul-
tiplies the effect of the advertising message and inte-
grates the advertiser’s virtual identity with its real- ￿world
marketing strategy, linking together its physical and vir-
tual presence. Otherwise, this integration can prove dif-
ficult because until the invention, web sites were enjoyed
in a radically different context from the company’s phys-
ical presence in terms of stores, products, service outlets
and personnel.
￿[0103] The concept of a tagged purchased item can
be regarded more broadly as a marketing tool that allows
a company to pass on to a consumer a tagged object
that is a physical symbol and a mnemonic of the compa-
ny, and that allows the consumer to connect to a web
site nominated by the company. That web site can link
to many other web sites by means of the interface tech-
niques described above.
￿[0104] The physical form of the object can be, for ex-
ample, a plastics moulding that takes the form of a mascot
or other symbol of the company, and could be particularly
effective for marketing to children in view of their affinity
for collectible toys. It will also be apparent that although
use with a table-￿like tag reading apparatus is preferred,
this aspect of the invention does not require tag reading
apparatus to be of any particular form. Nor does the tag
have to be a BiStatix device or a bar code: other non-
volatile memory devices such as an iButton (trade mark)
produced by Dallas Semiconductors, Inc. can be used
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instead, being readable by a receiver connected to the
serial port of a PC. It is also possible for cookies to be
stored on the tag rather than on the user’s PC.
￿[0105] More generally, the storyboards and the de-
tailed examples above outline day-￿to-￿day experiences of
an ordinary life, and illustrate how subtly and yet pro-
foundly the invention can affect such a life. The technol-
ogy gradually becomes invisible to the user but its effect
continues to grow. With time, the user collects many dif-
ferent types of tags that are relevant to his or her lifestyle
and personality. The intelligent system responds accord-
ingly, tailoring itself to reflect the information that is rele-
vant to the user’s life. This process happens without con-
scious tailoring input from the user, who by simply using
the invention and enjoying its benefits, invests the nec-
essary input without realising it.
￿[0106] Many variations are possible without departing
from the inventive concepts. For example, the invention
lends itself to marketing by mailing tagged letters or bro-
chures to potential buyers of a product or service, who
can then learn more about the proposed purchase simply
by bringing the tagged item into range of a table- ￿mounted
tag reader and viewing the resulting display. Optional
interaction with the display can be employed to effect the
purchase if desired. Accordingly, reference should be
made to the accompanying claims rather than the fore-
going specific description in interpreting the scope of the
invention.
Claims
1. An interface method for use in accessing a display-
able information resource in the form of an informa-
tion network resource addressable by a URL, the
method comprising displaying to a user a map (64)
showing the environs of a physical base location and
placing on that map (64) interactive virtual objects
(66, 72, 82, 88) representing real facilities with which
the user can interact when in and around that base
location, wherein the user tailors the selection of vir-
tual objects (66, 72, 82, 88) by gathering items (26)
that relate to the real facilities with which the user
has interacted, each item (26) having a machine-
readable tag (28) that contains information relating
to the respective real facility, or an address of a re-
source for such information; creating a virtual object
(66, 72, 82, 88) on first reading a tagged item (26)
that relates to a real facility; and storing the virtual
object (66, 72, 82, 88) and displaying the stored vir-
tual object (66, 72, 82, 88) on reading another tagged
item (26) that relates to the same real facility.
2. The method of Claim 1, wherein the virtual objects
(66, 72, 82, 88) are located on the map (64) at posi-
tions corresponding to real facilities in and around
the base location represented by the map (64).
3. The method of Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein the virtual
objects (66, 72, 82, 88) represent real facilities with
which the user has a history of interaction.
4. The method of any preceding Claim, comprising dis-
playing on the map (64) a first virtual object (66) rep-
resenting the user’s home, workplace or other base
location.
5. The method of Claim 4, comprising simultaneously
displaying on the map (64) a second virtual object
(72) representing a real facility with which the user
can interact and showing the relative position of that
real facility with respect to the base location.
6. The method of Claim 5, wherein the display of the
map (64) zooms out from the first virtual object (66)
to encompass the second virtual object (72) in the
same display.
7. The method of any preceding Claim, comprising in-
teracting with the displayed virtual object (66, 72, 82,
88) by touching or clicking on a part of the object (66,
72, 82, 88).
8. The method of Claim 7, comprising controlling the
interaction by touching or clicking on different parts
of the displayed virtual object (66, 72, 82, 88).
9. The method of Claim 8, comprising zooming in on a
selected displayed virtual object (66, 72, 82, 88) to
enable interaction by touching or clicking on different
parts of the displayed virtual object (66, 72, 82, 88).
10. The method of any preceding Claim, comprising su-
perimposing a window or menu (92) on the map (64)
display.
11. The method of any preceding Claim, wherein the vir-
tual objects (66, 72, 82, 88) are superimposed on a
virtual streetscape.
12. Apparatus (10, 52) for accessing a displayable infor-
mation resource in the form of an information net-
work resource addressable by a URL, the apparatus
having a user interface comprising a display (24) and
control input means associated with the display (24)
and further including means for generating and dis-
playing a map (64) showing the environs of a physical
base location, and interactive virtual objects (66, 72,
82, 88) placed on that map (64) to represent real
facilities with which the user can interact when in and
around that base location; the apparatus further
comprising a tag reader (18) for reading tags (28)
associated with items (26) gathered by the user that
relate to the real facilities with which the user has
interacted, wherein the tag reader (18) is a reader/
writer capable of writing data to a tag (28); a decoder
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(34) for identifying a coded information resource ad-
dress (38) carried by a tag (28), and access means
for accessing the identified information resource;
and means for creating and/or displaying an appro-
priate virtual object upon reading a tagged item (26).
13. The apparatus of Claim 12, wherein the input means
is a touch screen overlaying the display (24).
14. The apparatus of any of Claims 12 or 13, wherein
the tag reader (18) is operable to read a tag (28)
when a tagged item (26) is placed onto or into a sup-
port surface (14) of the apparatus (10, 52).
15. The apparatus of Claim 14, wherein an excitation
means (16) of the tag reader (18) is disposed under
the support surface (14).
16. The apparatus of Claim 14 or Claim 15, wherein the
display (24) is presented by the support surface (14).
17. The apparatus of any of Claims 14 to 16, wherein
the display (24) is projected and/or reflected upward-
ly from under the support surface (14).
18. The apparatus of any of Claims 14 to 17, wherein
the support surface (14) has a reader portion (58,
60) onto or into which a tagged item (26) can be
placed to read its tag (28), and a display portion on
which the display (24) can be presented.
19. The apparatus of Claim 18, wherein the support sur-
face (14) is continuous between the reader portion
and the display portion.
20. The apparatus of any of Claims 12 to 19, and being
embodied in an item of furniture (10, 52).
21. The apparatus of Claim 20, and being embodied in
the form of a table (10, 52).
Patentansprüche
1. Schnittstellenverfahren zur Verwendung beim Zu-
greifen auf eine anzeigbare Informationsressource
in Form einer Informationsnetzwerkressource, die
durch eine URL adressierbar ist, wobei das Verfah-
ren umfasst: Anzeigen einer Karte (64), die die Um-
gebungen einer physikalischen Basisposition zeigt,
für einen Benutzer und Platzieren von interaktiven
virtuellen Objekten (66, 72, 82, 88), die reale Ein-
richtungen repräsentieren, mit denen der Benutzer
interagieren kann, auf der Karte (64), wenn er sich
an und in der Umgebung der Basisposition befindet,
wobei der Benutzer die Auswahl der virtuellen Ob-
jekte (66, 72, 82, 88) konfektioniert, indem er Ele-
mente (26) aussucht, die sich auf die realen Einrich-
tungen beziehen, mit denen der Benutzer interagiert,
wobei jedes Element (26) ein maschinenlesbares
Etikett (28) aufweist, das Informationen enthält, die
sich auf die jeweilige reale Einrichtung beziehen,
oder auf eine Adresse einer Ressource für eine sol-
che Information; Erschaffen eines virtuellen Objekts
(66, 72, 82, 88), das sich auf eine reale Einrichtung
bezieht beim ersten Lesen des mit einem Etikett ver-
sehenen Elements (26); und Speichern des virtuel-
len Objekts (66, 72, 82, 88) und Anzeigen des ge-
speicherten virtuellen Objekts (66, 72, 82, 88) beim
Lesen eines anderen mit einem Etikett versehenen
Elements (26), das sich auf dieselbe reale Einrich-
tung bezieht.
2. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei die virtuellen
Objekte (66, 72, 82, 88) auf der Karte (64) an Posi-
tionen positioniert sind, die realen Einrichtungen an
und in der Umgebung der durch die Karte (64) wie-
dergegebenen Basisposition entsprechen.
3. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2, wo-
bei die virtuellen Objekte (66, 72, 82, 88) reale Ein-
richtungen repräsentieren, mit denen der Benutzer
eine Interaktionsgeschichte hat.
4. Verfahren nach einem vorangehenden Anspruch,
umfassend das Anzeigen eines ersten virtuellen Ob-
jekts (66), das das Heim, den Arbeitsplatz oder eine
andere Basisposition des Benutzers repräsentiert,
auf der Karte (64).
5. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 4, umfassend das virtu-
elle Anzeigen von einem zweiten virtuellen Objekt
(72), welches eine reale Einrichtung repräsentiert,
mit welcher der Benutzer interagieren kann, auf der
Karte (64) und das Anzeigen der relativen Position
der realen Einrichtung in Bezug auf die Basispositi-
on.
6. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 5, wobei das Anzeigen
der Karte (64) von dem ersten virtuellen Objekt (66)
herauszoomt, um das zweite virtuelle Objekt (72) in
derselben Anzeige zu umfassen.
7. Verfahren gemäß einem vorangehenden Anspruch,
umfassend die Interaktion mit dem angezeigten vir-
tuellen Objekt (66, 72, 82, 88) durch Berühren oder
Anklicken eines Teils des Objekts (66, 72, 82, 88).
8. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 7, umfassend das Steu-
ern der Interaktion durch Berühren oder Klicken auf
verschiedene Teile des angezeigten virtuellen Ob-
jekts (66, 72, 82, 88).
9. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 8, umfassend das Hin-
einzoomen auf ein ausgewähltes angezeigtes virtu-
elles Objekt (66, 72, 82, 88), um eine Interaktion
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durch Berühren oder Anklicken von verschiedenen
Teilen des angezeigten virtuellen Objekts (66, 72,
82, 88) zu ermöglichen.
10. Verfahren gemäß einem vorangehenden Anspruch,
umfassend das Überlagern eines Fensters oder ei-
nes Menüs (92) auf der Anzeige der Karte (64).
11. Verfahren gemäß einem vorangehenden Anspruch,
wobei die virtuellen Objekte (66, 72, 82, 88) auf einer
virtuellen Straßenansicht überlagert werden.
12. Vorrichtung (10, 52) zum Zugreifen auf eine anzeig-
bare Informationsressource in Form einer Informa-
tionsnetzwerkressource, die durch eine URL adres-
sierbar ist, wobei die Vorrichtung eine Benutzer-
schnittstelle aufweist, die eine Anzeige (24) und der
Anzeige (24) zugeordnete Eingabesteuermittel um-
fasst und die weiterhin Mittel enthält zum Generieren
und Anzeigen einer Karte (64), die die Umgebungen
einer physikalischen Basisposition anzeigt und von
interaktiven virtuellen Objekten (66, 72, 82, 88), die
auf der Karte (64) platziert sind, um reale Einrichtun-
gen zu repräsentieren, mit denen der Benutzer in-
teragieren kann, wenn er sich an oder in der Umge-
bung der Basisposition befindet, wobei die Vorrich-
tung weiterhin einen Etikettleser (18) aufweist zum
Lesen von Etiketten (28), die Elementen (26) zuge-
ordnet sind, die von dem Benutzer ausgewählt wer-
den, die sich auf die realen Einrichtungen beziehen,
mit denen der Benutzer interagiert hat, wobei der
Etikettleser (18) ein Leser/￿Schreiber ist, der in der
Lage ist, Daten auf ein Etikett (28) zu schreiben; ei-
nen Decoder (34) zum Identifizieren einer von einem
Etikett (28) getragenen codierten Informationsres-
sourcenadresse (38), und Zugriffsmittel zum Zugrei-
fen auf die identifizierte Informationsressource; und
Mittel zum Schaffen und/￿oder Anzeigen eines zuge-
hörigen virtuellen Objekts auf das Lesen eines mit
einem Etikett versehenen Elements (26) hin.
13. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 12, wobei das Einga-
bemittel ein berührungsempfindlicher Bildschirm ist,
der über der Anzeige (24) liegt.
14. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 12 oder 13, wobei der
Etikettleser (18) betrieben werden kann, um ein Eti-
kett (28) zu lesen, wenn ein mit einem Etikett verse-
henes Element (26) auf oder in eine Auflagefläche
(14) der Vorrichtung (10, 52) gelegt wird.
15. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 14, wobei ein Erre-
gungsmittel (16) des Etikettlesers (18) unter der Auf-
lagefläche (14) angeordnet ist.
16. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 14 oder Anspruch 15,
wobei die Anzeige (24) von der Auflagefläche (14)
präsentiert wird.
17. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 14 bis 16,
wobei die Anzeige (24) von unterhalb der Auflage-
fläche (14) nach oben projiziert und/￿oder reflektiert
wird.
18. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 14 bis 17,
wobei die Auflagefläche (14) einen Leserbereich
(58, 60) aufweist, auf den oder in den ein mit einem
Etikett versehenes Element (26) platziert wird, um
dessen Etikett (28) zu lesen, und einen Anzeigen-
abschnitt, auf dem die Anzeige (24) präsentiert wer-
den kann.
19. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 18, wobei die Aufla-
gefläche (14) zwischen dem Leserabschnitt und
dem Anzeigeabschnitt kontinuierlich ist.
20. Vorrichtung gemäß einem der Ansprüche 12 bis 19
und verkörpert in einem Möbelgegenstand (10, 52).
21. Vorrichtung gemäß Anspruch 20 und verkörpert in
Form eines Tisches (10, 52).
Revendications
1. Procédé d’interfaçage destiné à être utilisé pour ac-
céder à une ressource d’informations pouvant être
affichée sous la forme d’une ressource de réseau
d’informations adressable par une adresse URL, le
procédé consistant à présenter à un utilisateur une
carte (64) représentant les environs d’un lieu de base
physique et à mettre en place sur cette carte (64)
des objets (66, 72, 82, 88) virtuels interactifs repré-
sentant des équipements réels avec lesquels l’utili-
sateur peut interagir lorsqu’il se trouve dans ou à
proximité de ce lieu de base, dans lequel l’utilisateur
ajuste la sélection d’objets (66, 72, 82, 88) virtuels
en rassemblant des éléments (26) qui concernent
des équipements réels avec lesquels l’utilisateur a
interagi, chaque élément (26) portant une étiquette
(28) lisible par machine qui contient des informations
concernant l’équipement réel respectif, ou une
adresse d’une ressource destinée à ces
informations ; créer un objet (66, 72, 82, 88) virtuel
lors d’une première lecture d’un élément (26) étique-
té qui concerne un équipement réel ; et à mémoriser
l’objet (66, 72, 82, 88) virtuel et afficher l’objet (66,
72, 82, 88) virtuel mémorisé lors de la lecture d’un
autre élément (26) étiqueté qui concerne le même
équipement réel.
2. Procédé suivant la revendication 1, dans lequel les
objets (66, 72, 82, 88) virtuels sont situés sur la carte
(64) à des positions correspondant à des équipe-
ments réels dans et au voisinage du lieu de base
représenté par la carte (64).
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3. Procédé suivant la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
les objets (66, 72, 82, 88) virtuels représentent des
équipements réels avec lesquels l’utilisateur a un
historique d’interaction.
4. Procédé suivant l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, consistant à afficher sur la carte
(64) un premier objet (66) virtuel représentant le do-
micile, le lieu de travail ou un autre lieu de base de
l’utilisateur.
5. Procédé suivant la revendication 4, consistant à af-
ficher simultanément sur la carte (64) un deuxième
objet (72) virtuel représentant un équipement réel
avec lequel l’utilisateur peut interagir et représentant
la position relative de cet équipement réel par rapport
au lieu de base.
6. Procédé suivant la revendication 5, dans lequel l’af-
fichage de la carte (64) effectue un zoom arrière à
partir du premier objet (66) virtuel de façon à englo-
ber le deuxième objet (72) virtuel dans le même af-
fichage.
7. Procédé suivant l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, consistant à interagir avec l’objet
(66, 72, 82, 88) virtuel en touchant ou en cliquant
sur une partie de l’objet (66, 72, 82, 88).
8. Procédé suivant la revendication 7, consistant à
commander l’interaction en touchant ou en cliquant
sur différentes parties de l’objet (66, 72, 82, 88) vir-
tuel affiché.
9. Procédé suivant la revendication 8, consistant à ef-
fectuer un zoom avant sur un objet (66, 72, 82, 88)
virtuel affiché sélectionné pour permettre une inte-
raction en touchant ou en cliquant sur différentes
parties de l’objet (66, 72, 82, 88) virtuel affiché.
10. Procédé suivant l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, consistant à superposer une fe-
nêtre ou un menu (92) à l’affichage de la carte (64).
11. Procédé suivant l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, dans lequel les objets (66, 72,
82, 88) virtuels sont superposés à un paysage de
rue virtuel.
12. Appareil (10, 52) destiné à accéder à une ressource
d’informations pouvant être affichée sous la forme
d’une ressource de réseau d’informations adressa-
ble par une adresse URL, l’appareil ayant une inter-
face utilisateur comprenant un dispositif d’affichage
(24) et un moyen d’entrée de commande associé au
dispositif d’affichage (24) et comprenant en outre un
moyen pour générer et afficher une carte (64) repré-
sentant les environs d’un lieu de base physique, et
des objets (66, 72, 82, 88) virtuels interactifs placés
sur cette carte (64) pour représenter des équipe-
ments réels avec lesquels l’utilisateur peut interagir
lorsqu’il se trouve dans ou à proximité de ce lieu de
base, ; l’appareil comprenant en outre un lecteur (18)
d’étiquette destiné à lire des étiquettes (28) associée
à des éléments (26) rassemblés par l’utilisateur, qui
concernent les équipements réels avec lesquels
l’utilisateur a interagi, dans lequel le lecteur (18) d’éti-
quette est un dispositif de lecture/￿écriture capable
d’écrire des données sur une étiquette (28) ; un dé-
codeur (34) destiné à identifier une adresse (38)
d’une ressource d’informations codées portée par
une étiquette (28), et un moyen d’accès destiné à
accéder à la ressource d’informations identifiée ; et
un moyen destiné à créer et/ou afficher un objet vir-
tuel approprié lors de la lecture d’un élément (26)
étiqueté.
13. Appareil suivant la revendication 12, dans lequel le
moyen d’entrée est un écran tactile superposé au
dispositif d’affichage (24).
14. Appareil suivant l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 12 ou 13, dans lequel le lecteur d’étiquette (18)
a pour fonction de lire une étiquette (28) lorsqu’un
élément (26) étiqueté est placé sur ou dans une sur-
face de support (14) de l’appareil (10, 52).
15. Appareil suivant la revendication 14, dans lequel un
moyen d’excitation (16) du lecteur (18) d’étiquette
est disposé sous la surface de support (14).
16. Appareil suivant la revendication 14 ou 15, dans le-
quel l’affichage (24) est présenté par la surface (14)
de support.
17. Appareil suivant l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 14 à 16, dans lequel l’affichage (24) est projeté
et/ou réfléchi vers le haut depuis le dessous de la
surface (14) de support.
18. Appareil suivant l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 14 à 17, dans lequel la surface (14) de support
comporte une partie (58, 60) formant lecteur sur la-
quelle peut être placé un élément (26) étiqueté pour
lire son étiquette (28), et une partie d’affichage sur
laquelle l’affichage (24) peut être présenté.
19. Appareil suivant la revendication 18, dans lequel la
surface (14) de support est continue entre la partie
formant lecteur et la partie d’affichage.
20. Appareil suivant l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 12 à 19, mis en oeuvre dans un meuble (10, 52).
21. Appareil suivant la revendication 20, celui-￿ci étant
mis en oeuvre sous la forme d’une table (10, 52).
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